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Investment & Pensions Europe (IPE) discussed their perspective 
on what follows COP21 by asking a very crucial question: “More 
than 120 leading investors with assets in excess of $10trn have 
signed the Montreal Pledge to measure the carbon footprint of 
their investment portfolios. But what will they be measuring?”1 

IPE continue to report “schoolboy errors” in carbon measurement 
and disclosure and conclude that “notwithstanding 
improvements and mandatory reporting for listed companies 
in the UK, [carbon] data is still patchy, despite the best efforts of 
the Carbon Disclosure Project and others… Overall, high levels of 
opaque modelling are necessary to fill the gaps.”1

Such modelling, though hopefully more transparent and less 
opaque, will most likely be conducted by data scientists and, in 
fact, has been started by CDP, a company that aims to transform 
the way the world does business to prevent dangerous climate 
change and protect our natural resources.

This modelling appears desperately needed by Montreal Pledge 
or Portfolio Decarbonisation Coalition (PDC) signatories 
interested in accurate carbon footprints, as the most recent 
statistics on complete carbon reporting look dire. Studying 
all European non-financial firms listed in the FTSE All World 
Developed Equity Index, Andreas Hoepner, Andrea Liesen, 
Den Patten and Frank Figge found that 71% of all firms reported 
greenhouse gases (GHG) in 2009. However, only 23% of these 
firms reported their complete GHG emissions (see table). 
‘Complete’ is defined as only meaning reporting all greenhouse 
gases for Scope 1 (direct emissions from owned or controlled 
sources2) and Scope 2 (indirect emissions from the generation 
of purchased energy2) for at least 90% of the organisation, and 
excludes Scope 3 (indirect emissions not included in Scope 2 
that occur in the value chain of the reporting company, including 
upstream and downstream emissions2). Reporting for the whole 
organisation instead of just smaller parts of it is footnoted in 
virtually every sustainability report but can be below 50% in  
some cases. What would auditors say if corporations reported 
less than 50% of their costs?3 

While it is agreed that carbon reporting has enhanced since 
2009, it is doubted that the equivalent figure for 2015 would have 
much more than doubled from the 23% in 2009. More generally, 
given the great success in Paris, it is necessary to discuss what 
improvements in carbon reporting and measurement are needed 
to build a new discipline for the 21st century: carbon data science.

In a report funded by the European Union’s Climate KIC as part 
of the Climpax project, Pei-Shan Yu, Hampus Adamsson and 
Andreas Hoepner provide a critical review of the emissions 
accounting, reporting and footprinting of carbon dioxide (CO2) 
currently practiced in the industry to develop a data science 
for carbon. While providers of carbon footprinting deserve 
considerable credit for educating asset managers and effectively 
building an industry, the quality of corporate carbon accounting 
and reporting still poses significant challenges. Statistical 
concepts related to carbon footprinting also need further 
development4. 
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In the report, three main challenges are highlighted for 
progressing carbon data science:

First, the vast majority of corporations need to be incentivised 
to report their carbon emissions accurately, coherently and 
consistently across reporting schemes.

Second, while it seems inevitable for corporations to use 
estimations in producing their carbon emission inventory, 
these estimations should be made in compliance with the 
precautionary principle (i.e. if in doubt, err on the side of the 
planet). The precautionary principle should equivalently be 
applied to estimations of carbon emissions by those corporations 
not (yet) reporting themselves.

Third, from an investor perspective concerned about aggregating 
corporate carbon footprints, the issue of ‘double counting’ has 
to be addressed more succinctly. For instance, a utility provider’s 
Scope 1 is the Scope 2 of many other firms and, consequently, 
some investors’ portfolio carbon footprint might be overstated. 
Whereas some providers of carbon footprints adjust for double 
counting, not all do or at least communicate their consideration 

of double counting. At an event in Zurich hosted by Sustainable 
Finance Switzerland in November 2015, four leading providers of 
carbon footprints (South Pole, Inrate, MSCI ESG and Trucost) were 
requested to assess the same example portfolio. Whereas South 
Pole displayed an adjustment for double counting (although 
communicated in an opaque manner), Inrate disclosed numbers 
including double counting. MSCI ESG and Trucost did not even 
mention the issue at all5. 

This research report has been limited to CO2 for simplicity, 
although findings are considered equivalently applicable to 
the other greenhouse gases, and concentrates on the three 
biggest challenges. Readers interested in further challenges are 
recommend to consult Julie Raynaud’s Carbon Compass6.
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